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WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump ripped into his Australian
counterpart during their call last week, reports said, castigating a
refugee accord he later described on Twitter as a “dumb deal.” The
Washington Post said Trump abruptly cut short the fiery conversa-
tion after criticizing the agreement to re-settle people kept in
Pacific camps, sparking a war of words with Australian Prime
Minister Malcolm Turnbull yesterday after the report surfaced.
Australia is considered a close US ally-one of the so-called “Five
Eyes” with which the US routinely shares sensitive intelligence-and

the call might have been expected to be smooth sailing.
But, according to the Post, Trump’s assessment was the oppo-

site. Of his four conversations with world leaders that day “This was
the worst call by far,” it cited him as telling Turnbull, shortly before
he terminated the telephone meeting. Australian government
sources told the Australian Broadcasting Corporation the report
was “substantially accurate.” Turnbull said he was disappointed
details of the “very frank and forthright” exchange had been
leaked. “As far as the call is concerned I’m very disappointed that
there has been a leak of purported details of the call in

Washington,” he told Sydney radio station 2GB. 
“But I want to make one observation about it-the report that

the president hung up is not correct. The call ended courteously.”
He added that Canberra had “very, very strong standards in the
way we deal with other leaders and we are not about to reveal
details of conversations other than in a manner that is agreed.” The
Post’s account is markedly different from the official read-out of
the call provided by both governments. 

Turnbull said Monday that Trump had agreed to honor the deal
struck with then president Barack Obama to resettle an unspeci-
fied number of the 1,600 people Australia holds in offshore pro-
cessing centers in Nauru and Papua New Guinea. There were fears
the new US president would rescind it after he signed an executive
order last week to suspend the arrival of refugees to the US for at
least 120 days, and bar entry for three months to people from sev-
en Muslim-majority countries.

Diplomatic crisis    
After the Post story broke late Wednesday, Trump weighed in

on Twitter and threw the agreement into doubt. “Do you believe
it? The Obama Administration agreed to take thousands of illegal
immigrants from Australia. Why? I will study this dumb deal!” he
wrote. After seeing the tweet, Turnbull insisted Trump had already
agreed it would go ahead. “The commitment made by the presi-
dent in that call was made and we announced that and it was con-
firmed by his spokesman a day or so later,” he said.

Reports of the Turnbull-Trump conversation came as the US
and Mexican governments were denying claims that the former
reality TV star had threatened to send troops into Mexico to deal
with drug cartels. Mexican journalist Dolia Estevez, citing “confi-
dential” US and Mexican sources, said Trump made the threat
during an hour-long phone call with President Enrique Pena
Nieto today. Mexican and White House officials vehemently
denied the report.

Relations have plunged into the biggest diplomatic crisis
between the two neighbors in decades. Trump angered
Mexicans last week by ordering the construction of a massive
border wall and vowing to make their country pay for the wall.
Pena Nieto has pledged that his government will never pay for
the barrier and canceled a meeting with Trump scheduled for
this week in Washington. In addition to the row over the wall,
Trump wants to renegotiate the North American Free Trade
Agreement with Canada and Mexico. Mexican officials expect
talks to begin in May. —AFP

Trump ripped into 

Australian leader 
Called it the worst call by far

WASHINGTON: Donald Trump’s brief honeymoon from
global affairs is over. After a week of relative calm and
domestic preoccupations, actors from Russia to Iran are
testing the new US president’s mettle. On the face of it, a
recent Iranian ballistic missile test and a Russian-backed
incursion deeper into Ukraine appear to have little in
common and less to do with the man in the Oval Office.
But make no mistake, both were moves designed to test
the Republican leader. Trump’s election has ended
diplomatic business as usual. No one is quite sure what
the neophyte president knows about the world or what
he will decide on any given issue.

Tehran and Moscow apparently have decided to find
out. Since Trump spoke to President Vladimir Putin for
an hour on Saturday, there has been a significant
increase in violence around the Ukrainian industrial hub
of Avdiivka. It is unlikely that Trump gave Putin the
green light for operations, but since the call, 19 people
have died as separatists shelled the town of 20,000 with
repeated rounds of Grad multiple rocket systems and
artillery fire. During Barack Obama’s presidency, such
incursions brought swift condemnation, calls for Russia
and its allies to return to ceasefire agreements, support
for Ukraine and a drip-drip of US and European sanc-
tions against Moscow.

During the last four days of increasing violence,
European capitals shouted concern, but Trump’s White
House-which is still finding its feet-made no public com-
ment. Instead, the State Department released a com-
ment on day three, saying it was “deeply concerned with
the recent spike in violence” and noting Ukrainian casu-
alties, but without naming the culprit. On day four,
White House spokesman Sean Spicer said the president
has been “kept aware” of the situation.

Transatlantic unity  
There is growing concern among European diplomats

that Trump, at best, is showing neglect. At worst, Ukraine
may be collateral damage in his desire to improve rela-
tions with Russia. “Transatlantic unity has been decisive
in pushing back against Russian aggression against
Ukraine in the last years,” said Ulrich Speck, a foreign poli-
cy analyst at the Elcano Royal Institute. Sanctions-agreed
between Obama and German chancellor Angela Merkel-
helped stop Russian advances, Speck said.  Obama and
Merkel made any sanctions relief contingent on Putin
respecting the Minsk ceasefire agreement. “If this unity
falls apart, Russia could feel encouraged to restart the
war in Eastern Ukraine, in order to destabilize the
Ukrainian government,” said Speck.

There are early signs that the unity is already fraying.
The Kremlin’s readout of the Trump-Putin call spoke of
“restoring mutually beneficial trade and economic ties”-
an oblique reference to sanctions. Colin Kahl, who was
intimately involved in managing the Ukraine crisis in
Obama’s White House, expressed concern that Trump
could back Russia’s view of events and “blame the vic-
tim,” causing a split with Europe. The real danger, he said
on Twitter, is “Ukraine feeling abandoned” and so
Ukrainian nationalists take matters into their own hands-
deepening the spiral of violence.

Missile offense    
Transatlantic unity is also being tested in the Middle

East. On Wednesday, after days of evasion, Iran’s
Defense Minister Hossein Dehghan presented another
problem for Trump when he admitted that the Islamic
Republic recently tested a ballistic missile. The medium-
range missile was fired Sunday and saw a “failure of the
re-entry vehicle,” according to one US official. But the
test was not just military in scope-it was also a political
statement. Throughout the election campaign, Trump
has sounded a tough tone on Iran, vowing to stop
Tehran’s missile program and tear up a deal curbing its
nuclear program. —AFP

PERU: In this file photo, Australia’s Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull attends the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) CEO Summit in Lima, Peru. —AP

Foreign policy challenges pile up for Trump

Trump to Mexico: Take care 

of bad hombres or US might
WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump warned in a phone call
with his Mexican counterpart that he was ready to send US
troops to stop “bad hombres down there” unless the Mexican
military does more to control them, according to an excerpt of a
transcript of the conversation obtained by The Associated Press.
The excerpt of the call did not detail who exactly Trump consid-
ered “bad hombres,” nor did it make clear the tone and context
of the remark, made in today morning’s phone call between the
leaders. It also did not contain Mexican President Enrique Pena
Nieto’s response. Mexico denies that Trump’s remarks were
threatening. Still, the excerpt offers a rare and striking look at
how the new president is conducting diplomacy behind closed
doors. Trump’s remarks suggest he is using the same tough and
blunt talk with world leaders that he used to rally crowds on the
campaign trail.  Eduardo Sanchez, spokesman for Mexico’s presi-
dential office, denied the tone of the conversation was hostile or
humiliating, saying it was respectful.  “It is absolutely false that
the president of the United States threatened to send troops to
Mexico,” Sanchez said in an interview with Radio Formula on
Wednesday night.  A White House spokesman did not respond
to requests for comment. 

The Mexican Foreign Relations Department had earlier said:
“The negative statements you refer to did not occur during said
telephone call. On the contrary, the tone was constructive.” The
phone call between the leaders was intended to patch things up
between the new president and his ally. The two have had a
series of public spats over Trump’s determination to have
Mexico pay for the planned border wall, something Mexico
steadfastly refuses to agree to.  “You have a bunch of bad hom-
bres down there,” Trump told Pena Nieto, according to the
excerpt given to AP. “You aren’t doing enough to stop them. I
think your military is scared. Our military isn’t, so I just might
send them down to take care of it.” —AP

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump pauses dur-
ing a meeting in the Roosevelt Room of the White
House in Washington. —AP


